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,This invention relates to; a device-v normally 
_, ed to ‘act as an identi?cation; or» advere 

tisingtsign; for a business establishmenasuch 35,137, 
bank, but, adapted to act. asa, burglar alarm sige 
11a}. an emergency. 

,; Theprima-ry object of. the present inventioiris 
t provide,- a, simple; and efficient.- device. of‘ the, 
ab. e. kind, which may;- be} readily‘ and: easily’ 

or operated. . ,. . . . . 

Brie?y, the presentinvention embodies; a sign;v 
pted; to be mounted on; the: outside: of, the 

hull. ‘us. 0fv a business establishment-and. include 
‘_ a casing, at least. one; sideof; which, bears; 
we sidentifying' or; advertising therbusiness ess 
tab ,hment. The» Sign-basing has; aremovable 
bgttqm; Wallv attached to the. lower edge: of . a. sia~ 

flea whose. upper. edge ‘is: attached to. asupe 
porting member within the sign, The: 
signah?'agg is,,,f,oldjable, within the sign casing so 
as to be concealed when the bottom wall is dis 
posed to close the bottom‘ of said sign casing, 
glgattitallr. releasable means; under‘ control of 
an employee of the business establishment,’ be,‘ 
ing providedto secure, saidbottom wall in closing 
position. The‘ signal ?ag bears warning words to 
advise:x passers-by at the sidewalk that a burglar 

the building and. that ‘ll-61:11:18, want-ed, wcrdsbeingwdisplayed on the’. portion oi'thez ?ag 
depends. and is. exposed below the Sign cas 

whemthebottom. walltisz- released andv causes 
the flag to extend through and below the bottom 
of said casing to an unfolded condition. 
The sign is preferably of the illuminated type 

having a source of light within the casing and 
having openings in the side wall of the latter 
which form the letters of the words identifying or 
advertising the business establishment. The 
source of light may be movable by gravity down 
‘wardly through the bottom of the sign casing 
with the ?ag to illuminate the latter when ex 
posed at night. Preferably, both sides of the 
sign casing may have the letters, and both sides 
of the flag may have the warning words, two 
sources of light being provided, one to illuminate 
each side of the ?ag when exposed, at night. 
The exact nature of the present invention will 

become apparent from the following description 
when considered in connection with the accom 

' panying drawing, in which: 
Figure l is a fragmentary perspective view 

showing a device embodying the present inven 
tion as it appears in use. ' 

Figure 2 is a view showing the device of Figure 
1 in vertical section on line 2—-2 of Figure 3, and 
diagrammatically showing the circuits for the 

J eel-aims " (01. 1171-314); ~ 

I electrical ~' elements. used. ‘with. and; forming part, 
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otsaid. clerics-1 . 
Figure;,3~l1 is a. transverse. vertical: sectionioir line, 

ki-oi-é urea. 
Figurezdzis; a. side-elevational view-of. the: device; 

drawn on. a; reduced scale; with. the,‘ signat: ?ag. 
extended, 
Referringindetaiitothe drawing’, 5 indicates; 

area-talisman sign casing; which preferably-of" 
vertically ?at: and, horizontally: elongated: form shown, said casing; including a; top. wall 6, end 

Walls; ‘L, side walls 8-,; andca. remevableibottozzmwail5 
9;. Atileastone of: the side: walls 8? provided?‘ ' 
withopenings l8 in the formto?lettersiof-‘a word} 
or: words- identifying‘, or‘ advertising a business 
establishment; such asa bank; The maybe 
suitably: supported from the: wail l l.;o£:‘a=.bui1ding;; 

which,v the business; establishment. is located; 
means o?, tubular brackets: I 2" ?xed at.‘ corre» 

sponding, ends; to. the wall: it; and atltheirbtheré 
endsitos anendwall'ltof the sign casing. In 
way;_,the sign. is rigidly-supported to. extend.‘ outv 
?shing-the» wall: lrii. oven-the. sidewalk,- which case‘ 
both.‘ sidewalls off theesignl easing are preferably: 

‘ provided-with the letter forming openings-ill :so 
as to present a sign to.v persons approachingtrom: 
bothsides of the sign. - 
The bottom wall 9 is releasably held in placeb‘yé 

the samezatrone- side. with hooks; ‘l3 
whicht'engage. over» keeper» brackets llt; attached 
to one of the side walls 8, and by providing the 
wall 9 at the other side with an apertured keeper 
bracket l5 receiving the spring projected bolt I6 
attached to the core of a solenoid H. The sole 
noid is of conventional construction in which the 
core is retracted when the coil of the solenoid is 
energized, so as to withdraw the bolt I6 from 
the keeper [5. As soon as the bolt I5 is released, 
the bottom wall 9 will be released so as to lower 
as far as allowed by a signal ?ag l8. This signal 
?ag is made of ?exible fabric and has the wall 9 
suitably attached to the lower edge thereof, the 
upper edge of the flag being suitably secured to 
a horizontal longitudinal bar or equivalent sup 
porting member l9 ?xed within the casing 5. 
In order to illuminate the sign and the signal 

flag at night, electric lamps 20 are arranged with 
in the casing 5 at opposite sides of the ?ag l8 and 
suspended by drop cords 2|. When the flag is 
folded within the casing and the bottom wall 
9 is secured in place as shown in Figures 1 to 3 
inclusive, the lamps 20 will illuminate the letters 
10, when said lamps are lighted. On the other 
hand, when the bottom wall 9 is released so as 
to extend the flag I8 as shown in Figure 4, the 
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lamps 20 will lower by gravity through the bot 
tom of the sign casing so as to be in proper posi 
tion for illuminating opposite sides of the flag, as 
illustrated with respect to one of the lamps in 
Figure 4. Preferably the ?ag I8 is provided on 
opposite sides with the words 22 to advise passers 
by at the sidewalk that a burglar is in the build 
ing and that help is wanted. As shown diagram 
matically in Figure 2, the lamps 20 are under con 
trol of a switch 22a which is suitably located in 
the building on which the sign is used. Also,’ the 

5 

solenoid H is under control of one or more ‘_ 
switches 23 conveniently accessible by an em 
ployee or employees of the business establish- ' 
ment. In addition, the circuit of the solenoid ll 
may have included therein an alarm 24 located at 
a distant police station or the like. 

It is believed that the operation of the present’ 
device will be readily understood. With the bot 
tom wall 9 locked in closing position as shown in 
Figures 2 and 3, the device will have-the outward 
appearance of nothing but an ordinary sign. 
However, should a burglary be attempted in the 
building on which the sign is used, an official or 
employee of the business establishment located 
in the building" may conveniently close a switch 
23 so as to energize the solenoid I‘! and remote 
signal 24. When the solenoid I? is energized, the 
bolt 16 is retracted from the keeper I5‘so as to 
allow bottom wall 9 to lower and extend the flag 
l8.to a visible position beneath the sign casing 
as shown in Figure 4. The warning words on the 
?ag willthen advise passers-by at the sidewalk 
that a burglar is in the building and that help is 
wanted. The signal is also received at the dis 
tant police station or the like so as to insure ulti 
mate arrival’ of help from that point. During the 
daytime, the switch 22 may be left open so that 
the lamps 20 are not energized, at a time when 
illumination of the sign and the ?ag is not neces 
sary. It will be seen that the device is ‘compara 
tively simple in construction and. effectively 
serves the'intended purpose. Minor changes ‘in 
details of construction illustrated and described, 
are contemplated, such as fall within the scope 
of. the invention as claimed. 
Having described the invention what is claimed 

as new is: _' . 
1. A combined sign and burglar alarm signal, 

comprising a casing having a bottom wall and 
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4 
provided in at least one side wall with openings 
forming a word or words identifying or advertis 
ing a business establishment, electrically oper 

,,ated securing means for releasably securing the 
bottom wall in position closing the bottom of the 
casing, said bottom Wall being adapted to drop 
by, gravity upon release of said securing means, 
a supporting member within the casing, a lamp 
mounted in the casing for illuminating said word 
‘or words, and a foldable warning ?ag connected 
at its upper edge to the supporting member and 
at its 'lower edge to the bottom wall, said ?ag 
being extensible through the bottom of the cas 

- ing by the bottom wall when the latter is released 
and allowed to drop by gravity, whereby the ?ag 
will assume a visible unfolded condition beneath 
the casing, and means supporting said lamp for 
movement downwardly through the bottom of 
the casing with the ?ag for illuminating the 
latter when unfolded. 

2. A burglar alarm signal comprising a casing 
having a bottom wall, electrically operated secur 
ing means for releasably securing the bottom wall 
in position closing the bottom of the casing, said 
bottom wall being adapted to drop by gravity 
uponrelease of said securing means, a support 
ing member within the casing, a lamp mounted 
in the casing, a foldable warning flag connected 
at its upper edge to the supporting member and 
at its lower edge to the bottom wall, said ?ag be 
ing extensible through the bottom of the casing 
by the bottom wall when the latter is released-and 
allowed to drop by gravity, whereby’the flag will 

_ assume a visible unfolded condition beneath the 
35 
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casing, and means supporting said lamp for 
movement downwardly through the bottom of the 
casing with the flag for illuminating the latter 
when unfolded. ‘ 

. ' JOHN R. DAVIDSON. 
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